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Preliminary Statement.

This is an appeal by Loew's Incorporated (plaintiff be-

low) from a judgment determining that Loew's was not

entitled to rescind a contract with the appellees by which

the latter, in consideration of the payment of $15,000.00,

purported to grant to the appellant, with extensive war-

ranties, "the complete, unconditional and unencumbered

title and the sole and exclusive motion picture rights . . .

throughout the world" in and to a story entitled "Case

History." Loew's had rescinded the agreement in ques-

tion upon learning that one Elsie Foulstone had partici-

pated with appellee Erich Wolff in the writing of an

earlier version of the story and as a consequence was



claiming to be a co-author and co-owner of the work

which appellant had purchased, and had commenced liti-

gation to enforce her claims. The trial court denied

appellant's right so to do because, in summary, the state

of affairs relied upon to justify the rescission did not,

as a matter of law, constitute any breach of warranty,

failure of consideration or other ground for rescission,

and because no warranty covering the facts had been made.

The basic question raised by this appeal, therefore, is

whether, upon the facts about to be recited in detail, the

appellant was entitled to rescind because of the existence

of serious doubts about the title which it was supposed

to get, and because of the pendency of litigation over the

title. We think it can be demonstrated that the trial court

erred as a matter of law in the conclusion at which it

arrived.

Statement of Jurisdiction.

The statutory provision sustaining the jurisdiction of

the District Court is 28 U. S. Code, sec. 1332(a)(1).

The facts disclosing jurisdiction below are that plaintiff

is a citizen of the state of New York, defendants are resi-

dents and citizens of the state of California, and the mat-

ter in controversy, exclusive of interest and costs, exceeds

in value the sum of $3,000.00. [R. 3-4, 68, 80.]

The statutory provision sustaining the jurisdiction of

the Court of Appeals is 28 U. S. Code, sec. 1291.

Opinion Below.

The trial court's opinion is found at pages 49-67 of the

record, and is reported in 101 Fed. Supp. 981.
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Statement of the Case.

A. The Pleadings.

The complaint herein was filed on November 2, 1949.

[R. 14.] It was framed in seven counts, all based, how-

ever, upon substantially the same facts. Those facts

were alleged to be these:

On March 21, 1949, the appellees sold and assigned to

appellant a story, entitled ''Case History" and purportedly

written and created by appellees alone. Appellant paid

appellees $15,000.00 as consideration for this sale and

assignment. As part of the sale appellees executed a writ-

ten agreement, pursuant to the terms of which the appel-

lees agreed to assign, transfer and sell to appellant all

rights of every kind whatsoever in and to the story, in-

cluding but not limited to the complete, unconditional and

unencumbered title thereto; and to execute, acknowledge

and deliver or to procure the due execution, acknowledg-

ment and delivery to appellant of any other instruments

which appellant, in its sole judgment and discretion,

might deem necessary or expedient to carry out or ef-

fectuate the purposes or intent of said sale and assign-

ment' [R. 4-5.]

In said agreement the defendants represented and war-

ranted that they were the sole authors and owners of the

story and of all rights therein; that there had never been

made any use of the story, or any part of it, with their

consent; that they had never done anything by which any

of the rights sold or assigned had been in any way im-

^A copy of the agreement was attached to and incorporated in

the complaint. [R. 4.] It is printed in full at pages 99 to 108
of the record.



paired; and that any use by appellant of the story would

not infringe upon the rights of anyone in any respect.

[R. 5.]

These provisions of the agreement were alleged to have

been breached in that, unknown to appellant until about

June 30, 1949, the story "Case History" was based upon

and copied in substantial part from a story entitled "Swear

Not By The Moon" created and written by appellee Erich

Wolff and one Elsie Foulstone as collaborators and co-

authors; that Elsie Foulstone thereby acquired and still

retained a partial ownership interest in "Case History";

and that notwithstanding that appellant deemed it neces-

sary and expedient that a quitclaim and release be pro-

cured from Elsie Foulstone and a reasonable time so to do

had elapsed, appellees failed and neglected to secure such

quitclaim or release. [R. 5-6.]

It was then alleged that a notice of rescission had been

served upon appellees by appellant together with an offer

of restoration and a demand for repayment of $15,000.00.

Appellees, however, have refused and still refuse to re-

pay any part of that sum. [R. 7.]

The foregoing facts were re-alleged in the second

count, with the addition of an allegation that appellees

had agreed to transfer, sell and assign to plaintiff a mar-

ketable and perfect title to the story, but said title was

neither marketable nor perfect since it was not free from

reasonable doubt or objection because of the collaboration

of Erich Wolff and Elsie Foulstone and the resulting

diverse claims of ownership to said story. [R. 7-8.]

Counts three, four, and five alleged the facts to which

we have already referred as constituting, respectively,

failure of consideration, fraud and mistake. [R. 8-11.]
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The sixth count set out appellees' agreement to indemnify

appellant against, make good and hold it harmless from

all loss, damage, costs, charges, legal fees and other ex-

penses incurred by reason of the breach of the provisions

of the agreement; and alleged damages as a result of

such breach in the sum of $15,000.00 together with at-

torneys' fees, costs and expenses. [R. 12-13.]

The seventh count incorporated by reference the mate-

rial facts pleaded in counts one, four and six, and alleged

damages by reason thereof in the sum of $15,000.00, to-

gether with attorneys' fees, costs and expenses. [R. 13.]

Appellees' answers, as amended and thereafter supple-

mented, admitted the jurisdictional facts, execution of

the agreement, payment of $15,000.00, demand for and

failure to procure a quitclaim or release from Elsie Foul-

stone, service of the notice of rescission, and the refusal

to repay any part of the $15,000.00. The remaining

allegations of the complaint were denied. [R. 14-33.]

It was also affirmatively alleged that appellants were the

sole authors of the story and that Elsie Foulstone was

not a co-author, did not participate in its writing and

had no interest in it [R. 25-26] ; that appellant had

failed to rescind promptly [R. 27-28, 37-39, 45-46] ; and

that in an action in the Superior Court of the State,

In and For The County of Los Angeles, commenced by

Elsie Foulstone to which appellees and Metro-Goldwyn-

Mayer, a corporation, were parties-defendant,^ a judg-

^Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer was never served with summons and
did not appear in that action. [R. 39-40.] Furthermore, the
judgment in that case expressly recited that no adjudication or
declaration of rights with respect to the case at bar was being made
[R. 40.]

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer is a trade name used by appellant. There
is no corporation by that name. [R. 190.]



ment was entered on March 1, 1950, decreeing, in effect,

that Elsie Foulstone had never had any title to or interest

in the story "Case History." [R. 34-36, 39-45.]

B. The Facts.

On or about March 21, 1949, in consideration of the

payment of $15,000.00, appellees sold, granted and as-

signed to Loew's (a major motion picture producing com-

pany), a story entitled "Case History" recited to be

original and purportedly created and written by them.

[R. 46-47.] "Case History" is a story principally con-

cerned with the effects, physical and emotional, of a pre-

frontal lobotomy upon its characters. The story was pur-

chased by Loew's with a view to producing a motion pic-

ture based thereon in the fiscal year commencing Sep-

tember 1, 1949, and ending August 31, 1950. [R. 85,

86, 165.]

This transaction was evidenced by a so-called "Assign-

ment of Rights" executed by the appellees. The portions

thereof relevant to this appeal are as follows [Ex. 2, R.

99-104, 106]:

"1. That I, Victoria Wolf and Dr. Erich Wolff,

for and in consideration of the sum of Fifteen Thou-

sand and No/100 Dollars ($15,000.00), . . . have

given, granted, bargained, sold, assigned, transferred

and set over and by these presents do give, grant,

bargain, sell, assign, transfer and set over, forever,

until said Loew's Incorporated, hereinafter referred

to as the 'purchaser,' that certain manuscript con-

sisting of 41 pages of an original story entitled Case

History, hereinafter referred to as the 'work,' also

the title and theme thereof; together with all now
or hereafter existing rights of every kind and char-

acter whatsoever pertaining to said work, whether
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or not such rights are now known, recognized or con-

templated, and the complete, unconditional and un-

encumbered title in and to said work for all pur-

poses whatsoever.

"Without in any manner limiting or derogating

from the generality of the rights hereinabove in para-

graphs 1 and 2 granted to the purchaser, I hereby

particularly give, grant, bargain, sell, assign, trans-

fer, and set over forever to the purchaser the sole

and exclusive motion picture rights, talking picture

rights, and synchronized picture rights throughout

the world in and to said work, . . .********
"4. I hereby represent and warrant that I am

the sole author and owner of said work, together

with the title thereof; that I am the sole owner of

all rights of any and all kinds whatsoever in and to

said work, throughout the world; . . . that I

have the sole and exclusive right to dispose of each

and every right herein granted and/or purported to

be granted ; that neither said work nor any part there-

of is in the public domain; . . . that I have in

no way conveyed, granted or hypothecated any rights

of any kind or character in or to said work, or any
part thereof, to any person whomsoever, other than

the purchaser, nor have I granted any right, license

or privilege with respect to any of the rights herein

granted and/or purported to be granted, to any per-

son other than the purchaser; that I have not done

or caused or permitted to be done any act or thing

by which any of the rights herein granted and/or

purported to be granted to the purchaser have been

in any way impaired; ... I further represent

and warrant that said work is original with me in



all respects, that no incident therein contained and

no part thereof is taken from or based upon any

other literary or dramatic work or any photoplay, or

in any way infringes upon the copyright or any

other right of any individual, firm, person or corpo-

ration; and that the reproduction, exhibition or any

other use by the purchaser of said work in any form

whatsoever will not in any way, directly or indirectly,

infringe upon the rights of any individual, firm, per-

son or corporation whatsoever.

''7. I hereby agree duly to execute, acknowledge

and deliver, and/or to procure the due execution, ac-

knowledgment and delivery to the purchaser of any

and all further assignments and/or other instru-

ments which in the sole judgment and discretion of

the purchaser may be deemed necessary or expedient

to carry out or efifectuate the purposes or intent of

this present instrument.

"8. If the names of two or more persons appear

hereinabove in paragraph 1 as the 'undersigned,' or

if this instrument be executed by two or more per-

sons, then and in that event this agreement shall

be binding jointly and severally upon said persons,

and each of them, and each and all of the represen-

tations, warranties, agreements, and obligations on

the part of the undersigned, hereinabove set forth,

shall be and be deemed to be the joint and several

representations, warranties, agreements, and obliga-

tions of said persons, and each of them; . . ."

At the time of the purchase, no mention was ever made

to Loew's of the existence of Elsie Foulstone or of any

connection she may have had either with appellee Erich

Wolff or with any story or version of a story based on



the effect of a pre-frontal lobotomy upon the persons in-

volved in such a situation. Nor was any information to

that effect ever given by appellees to Loew's tmtil the

latter, about July 1, 1949, had itself discovered the fact.

[R. 47, 112, 391; Ex. 21, par. 16.] Erich Wolif, of

course, knew at all times of Foulstone's connection with

the story; and on April IS, 1949, he received a letter from

Elsie Foulstone's lawyer in which the latter's claim to be

a co-author and co-owner of the story was set forth.^

Nearly two months after Wolff was notified of Miss

Foulstone's claim Loew's received a communication from

her lawyer. [Ex. 3.] That letter is as follows:

"Several weeks ago I wrote to Dr. Eric Wolff at

9615 Brighton Way, Beverly Hills, California, on

behalf of my client, Elsie M. Foulstone, in connection

with the story 'Case History,' the motion picture

rights to which you purchased several months ago.

My client, Elsie M. Foulstone, is the co-author with

Eric Wolff of a story entitled 'Swear Not by the

Moon' which she registered with the Screen Writers

Guild on November 15th, 1944 under registration

No. 27458. This story 'Swear Not by the Moon' is

identical with 'Case History,' in fact the only thing

that is dissimilar about the stories is the title.

"I informed Dr. Wolff in my letter of several

weeks ago, that it was my intention to bring such

legal proceedings against him, against you and

^This letter was immediately answered by Wolff's lawyer (Har-
old A. Fendler, who later appeared herein as attorney for Mrs.
Wolff). [Ex. 6.] It is interesting to note that while at the trial

it was contended by appellees that Miss Foulstone's connection with
Wolff's writing activities was not that of a collaborator but only
that of a typist or amanuensis, in this letter Mr. Fendler refers to
her as a collaborator. See, also, Ex. 22, in which Dr. Wolff
similarly refers to her as his collaborator.
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against a Victoria Wolff, as would be necessary in

the premises for the purpose of protecting Miss

Foulstone's rights. Dr. Wolff responded through his

attorney and offered us a sum in settlement of this

matter which, in my opinion, was utterly ridiculous;

this offer of settlement was declined by us.

"Miss Foulstone is the co-owner of the story which

you purchased under the name of 'Case History' and

her position in this respect is firm. I have in my
possession sufficient evidence to convince you that

Miss Foulstone's claim is justified. Accordingly I

am hereby putting you upon notice that in the event

my client's claim as co-owner of the story which you

purchased is not satisfied within the course of the

next week or so I shall have no other alternative but

to commence suit against you, Dr. Wolff and Vic-

toria Wolff, the latter being Dr. Wolff's so-called

collaborator on the last version of 'Case History.'
"

Immediately upon receipt of this letter Loew's com-

municated with Wolff's agent. [Ex. 4.] Shortly there-

after, i.e., on July 7, 1949, Dr. Wolff came to appellant's

studio for the purpose of discussing the situation pre-

cipitated by the Foulstone claim. He brought with him

copies of two versions or treatments of the story upon

which Miss Foulstone had worked, presented them to

Mr. Monta (appellant's representative) and told him the

stories were entirely different from the one purchased by

Loew's. Monta, after looking at the copies submitted,

insisted that there were similarities, stated that this was

a serious matter and that a quitclaim would be necessary.
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Wolff agreed to go to his lawyer and suggest that $500

be offered for a quitclaim.'^ [R. 339-341.]

Mr. Monta, who was qualified as an expert on the

copyright and literary property laws of European coun-

tries [Ex. 21, par. 1], testified that at this meeting with

Wolff on July 7, 1949, he told the latter that because in

countries other than the United States a license or assign-

ment of rights to literary property was ineffective unless

joined in by all, or in some countries by a majority, of

the co-authors, Loew's would be unable to exhibit "Case

History" abroad and so would not produce a motion pic-

ture based on that story without obtaining valid convey-

ances or releases from all co-authors or collaborators.

[Ex. 21, par. 3.]

After July 1, but prior to July 7, 1949, Monta ob-

tained a copy of the story upon which Miss Foulstone had

worked (entitled "Swear Not By The Moon") and com-

pared it with "Case History." As a result of that com-

parison, he came to the opinion, and so told Wolff on

July 7, 1949, that the two were sufficiently similar to pre-

sent at least a jury question as to whether "Case History"

was copied from "Swear Not By The Moon." [Ex. 21,

par. 5.] At this same meeting Wolff told Monta that it

was understood between the former and Miss Foulstone

^Mr. Monta's version of this conversation while considerably
more detailed is not substantially different except that he says, and
Wolff denies, that the latter stated that he approached Miss Foul-
stone, a professional writer, for the purpose of having her, together
with him, write a fictional story in which the lobotomy operation
would be used as a dramatic device. [R. 138-142, 144-153, 340-
341.]
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that in the event of a sale of "Swear Not By The Moon"

the proceeds were to be divided equally between them.

[Ex. 21, par. 6.] He also informed Monta that Mrs.

Wolff had read the Foulstone material during and shortly

after the time that Miss Foulstone and Dr. Wolff were

working on "Swear Not By The Moon." [Ex. 21, par.

17.]

In the course of this discussion Wolff, according to

Monta, gave the latter a letter from his attorney [Ex. 7]

and a copy of a letter dated April 19, 1949, from Wolff,

outlining for his attorney the facts in relation to the

writing of the story sold to Loew's.^ [Ex. 22; R. 397-

398, 402-403.] A portion of this letter is as follows:

"In 1943 and 1944 I read the first reports about

a surgical treatment for Melancholia (prefrontal

lobotomy). The fact that the patient, after opera-

tion, lost his depression but became childlike fasci-

nated me as being a nucleus for a film story. In

1944, Mrs. Elsie Foulstone was recommended to me
as a writer after I had previously failed to secure

somebody else's collaboration. Mrs. Foulstone agreed

to work the story out with me and made one very

brief synopsis of 7 pages, of which she herself wrote,

'The accompanying brief synopsis was written simply

for the purpose of protecting the main idea.' After

further discussion with me about the trend of the

action, she delivered to me 17 pages representing a

story called 'Swear Not By The Moon,' the title of

which was her invention. I advised Mrs. Foulstone

^Dr. Wolff, when first questioned about leaving a copy of this

letter, could not recall whether or not he had done so. [R. 394-

395.] Later, and after its impeaching significance became appar-

ent, he suddenly recalled that he had not given it to Monta. [R.

403-404.] The fact remains that appellant had it in its possession

and produted it at the trial.
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that changes would have to be made, as certain pas-

sages occured in the story which I, as a professional

man, could not accept. Mrs. Foulstone shortly there-

after wanted to have our relationship changed, in

so far as she informed me that she could not afford

to continue working on the same basis and that she

would have to ask me for a monthly salary if I in-

tended to go on writing the story with her. All this

happened on a friendly basis. After I refused to do

so, she withdrew from our collaboration, sent me
several copies and also a bill for typing expenses. A
check of $10.00 was sent to her on January 18, 1945.

When we parted on friendly terms, I told her I could

understand her situation and that she on her part

should understand that I would try to find another

collaborator, which she accepted gladly. Thus, my
collaboration with Mrs. Foulstone ended through her

and not through me."

It is interesting and of significance to compare this

letter with Dr. Wolff's testimony given before the letter

was produced at the trial. Thus, in the letter he relates

that he went to Mrs. Foulstone after he "had previously

failed to secure somebody else's collaboration . .
."

He testified, though, that before getting Mrs. Foulstone,

he had told his idea to Miss Wolf (who later became

his wife, the appellee Mrs. Wolff) but not "for the pur-

pose of securing her collaboration . .
." [R. 2>77.^

Again, in the letter he says that Mrs. Foulstone "agreed

to work the story out with" him; but his testimony was

that it was definitely understood that she was to do no

creative work whatever and that he "never did" ask Mrs.

Foulstone "to arrange to work the story out with" him.

[R. 379-380.] Similarly, in the letter he states that

Foulstone wanted to have their "relationship changed, in
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so far as she informed me that she could not afford to

continue working on the same basis . .
." From the

witness stand, however, he denied that compensation was

ever discussed or that she ever told him "that she wanted

[the] relationship changed as she could not afford to

continue working on the same basis as she had been,"

[R. 380, 388-389.] In the letter Wolff comments that

after Mrs. Foulstone "withdrew from our collaboration,

she sent me several copies and also a bill for typing ex-

penses ..." At the trial he swore that she never

sent or brought him any such bill, and that she brought,

not sent, copies of the manuscripts.® [R. 390.] Finally,

in the letter Wolff says that he told Mrs. Foulstone

that he "would try to find another collaborator . . .";

but he testified unequivocally that he did not tell her that.

[R. 391.] And, of course, he now denies that she was

his collaborator, although he referred to her as such sev-

eral times in this letter.

During the week following Dr. Wolff's meeting with

Monta they talked on the telephone on several occasions.

The gist of these conversations was that Wolff was doing

his best to obtain a release from Miss Foulstone, that

she was being unreasonable in her demands, but that if

he was not rushed he had reason to believe that he would

succeed. Monta agreed to wait until July 13, 1949, be-

fore he would discuss the matter with the head of the

studio and turn it over to the studio's attorney. [R.

153-155.] On July 12, 1949, Monta was called by

Wolff's new lawyer, who joined in Monta's conclusion

^There is in evidence a copy of a letter from Miss Foulstone to

Wolff, dated January 12, 1945, enclosing a bill for $10.00 expenses
incurred for typing and registration. [Ex. 18.] Wolff on January
18 sent his check for that amount. [Ex. 19.]
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that Dr. Wolff should secure and deliver a waiver and

release from Miss Foulstone. | R. 155-156.]

As a result of Dr. Wolff's insistence that he would

reach an understanding with Miss Foulstone, Monta did

not refer the matter to Loew's lawyers until July 21, 1949.

On that day Wolff told Monta that he saw no reason why
he should settle with Miss Foulstone because he had been

advised by his lawyers that she had no proper or legal

claim. Accordingly Monta referred the case to Loew's

attorneys. [R. 157-158.]

On July 30, 1949, counsel for Loew's wrote the Wolffs'

then attorney (with copies to the appellees personally) as

follows [Ex. 8] :

"Loew's Incorporated has referred to us the present

controversy over the authorship of and rights in

'Case History' a story all rights in and to which were

purportedly assigned to Loew's Incorporated by Vic-

toria Wolf and Dr. Erich Wolff.

"As you know. Miss Elsie M. Foulstone now claims

to be a co-author of the work and entitled to rights

therein. Loew's Incorporated obviously is in no posi-

tion to determine the correctness of this claim and

perhaps even more obviously is in no position safely

to proceed to make use of the material purportedly

assigned to it, in the face of this outstanding claim.

"You are no doubt aware that as a part of the

assignment to Loew's, Victoria Wolf and Dr. Erich

Wolff not only made full and complete warranties

and representations of title, originality and non-

infringement but also agreed to execute, acknowlelge

and deliver and/or procure the due execution, ac-

knowledgment and delivery to Loew's of any and all

further assignments and/or other instruments which

in the sole judgment and discretion of the purchaser
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may be deemed necessary or expedient to carry out

or effectuate the purpose or intent of the assig-nment.

The purpose and intent of the assignment was, of

course, to vest in Loew's full and complete title in and

to all rights in and to the work in question.

"Accordingly, Loew's has determined that it is

necessary and expedient in order to carry out or

effectuate the purpose and intent of the assignment

that Dr. Wolff and Miss Wolf procure the due exe-

cution, acknowledgment and delivery to Loew's of a

quitclaim and release from Miss Elsie Foulstone

which will have the effect of quitclaiming to Loew's

any and all rights in and to the work in question

which Miss Foulstone may claim to have and which

will release Loew's of and from any and all liability

to her on account of any use of that work which

Loew's may make.

*'In the event such a quitclaim and release is not

forthcoming within a reasonable time, Loew's In-

corporated will have no alternative but to rescind the

agreement between it and Dr. Wolff and Miss Wolf

and demand a return of the consideration and all

things of value paid by it to them.

"Copies of this letter have been forwarded to Dr.

Wolff and Miss Wolf."

Then ensued an exchange of correspondence between

the attorneys ending with a letter from Dr. Wolff's coun-

sel under date of September 21, 1949. The upshot of this

correspondence was that a quitclaim or release from Miss

Foulstone could not be obtained but that Miss Foulstone

had been prevailed upon to commence litigation to settle

the matter. [Exs. 9 to 13, inch] On September 30 and

October 1, 1949, notice of rescission was served on Dr.

and Mrs. Wolff respectively. [R. 48; Ex. 15.]
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In the meantime, and before the notice of rescission

was served, Miss Foulstone commenced an action in the

Superior Court of the State of California, in and for the

County of Los Angeles, against the Wolffs and "Metro-

Goldwyn-Mayer" as defendants seeking varied relief in re-

spect of her claim that she was a part owner of ''Case His-

tory". Neither Loew's, nor any entity called Metro-

Goldwyn-Mayer, was served with summons in that action,

nor did they appear therein, [R. 48, 427-429.] When
the cause was called for trial, counsel for Miss Foulstone

requested a continuance which was refused, after which he

stated that he was not in a position to offer any evidence.'^

The Wolffs then offered evidence, and on March 1. 1950,

a judgment was entered, declaring and adjudging them to

be the sole authors and owners of ''Case History" and

that Miss Foulstone never had any right, title or interest

in it. [R. 39-42, 48.] The judgment expressly recited

that [R. 40-41]:

".
. . this Court makes no adjudication or

declaration of rights with respect to that certain

action now pending in the United States District

Court, Southern District of California, Central Divi-

sion, No. 10526-M, wherein Loew's Inc., a corpora-

tion, is plaintiff and Erich Wolff and Victoria Wolff

are defendants, in which action rescission of said

assignment and sale is prayed for by said Loew's

Inc."

Considerable evidence was taken below apropos of the

relationship between Miss Foulstone and Dr. Wolff and

the nature and extent of their respective contributions to

the story upon which she worked. The points raised on

''Apparently because Miss Foulstone was in Paris, France. [R.

177-178.]
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this appeal do not make it necessary for us to argue that

Miss Foulstone was in fact a co-author of "Case History".

We need only show that the facts of her participation

in the work were sufficient to raise reasonable doubts or

misgiving's as to the title which was conveyed to appellant

and that they indicated that any use of the story without

Miss Foulstone's consent wuold result in litigation as, in

fact, it did. Accordingly, the evidence of Foulstone's part

in the writing need not be summarized in any detail. It

will do merely to note that Miss Foulstone's testimony

tended to show that she was in fact the co-author of, and

collaborated with Dr. Wolff upon, a story quite similar in

basic plot or "central core" to "Case History" [R. 177-

183. 190-229] ; while Wolff's testimony, contrary to the

plain implications and express statements of his letter of

April 19, 1949 [Ex. 22] was to the general effect that she

was not a collaborator but only one whom he had employed

to put his ideas and material into good English.® [R. 299-

330.] He also denied that there was any substantial

similarity between "Case History" and the story upon

which Miss Foulstone worked, but that is obviously a

matter to be determined by a comparison of. the stories.®

Prior to July 1, 1949, Loew's had assigned Marguerite

Roberts, one of its writers, to work on the preparation of

a screenplay of "Case History." She worked in that

^Miss Foulstone, when she commenced her work, was virtually

a stranger to Dr. Wolff. According to Wolff she agreed to do
the purely menial and mechanical job which he requested her to

undertake without any discussion or promise of compensation.
[R. 379-380.] That is hardly a typical act of generosity from
a stranger. But it is not uncommon for two writers to collaborate

on the tacit assumption that they will each share in the proceeds

of a sale of their joint work.

®For the Court's convenience we have summarized the stories

involved in the appendix to this brief.
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capacity for a little over three weeks and then was tem-

porarily taken off for some emergency assignments. Be-

fore she was in a position to resume work, the Foulstone

claim had been made and the story department was ordered

to do no more until the "legal hitch" had been cleared.

[Ex. 21, pars. 8, 9 and Exs. 4 and 5 attached thereto;

R. 345-364.]

All motion pictures produced by Loew's are distributed

throughout the world; and as a general rule about 60%
of the total revenue comes from this foreign distribution.

[R. 94-98.] In countries other than the United States

rights to literary property to be effective, must be acquired,

depending upon the country involved, either from all co-

authors, from a majority of them, or, in event of disagree-

ment among the authors, from a court decision. Conse-

quently, motion pictures cannot safely be exhibited in

foreign countries without a license or assignment from

all co-authors or collaborators.^*' [Ex. 21, par. 2.]

C. The Opinion, Findings and Judgment.

In his written opinion the District Judge stated that

there was no warranty express or implied which protected

the purchaser of literary property against claims raising a

doubt as to the title actually conveyed and that Hollyzvood

Plays, Inc. v. Columbia Pictures Corp., 299 N. Y. 61, 85

N. E. 2d 865 (directly in point to the contrary, and, so far

as we know, the only case factually on all fours) was

erroneous and would not be followed. [R. 57-60.] He
made it clear that he was not deciding that the title which

i**In the United States a license from less than all co-owners of

a literary work will give the licensee a non-exclusive right. [Cases

cited, Point I, First, infra.] In the instant matter, however,
Loew's bargained and paid for an exclusive right. [Ex. 2 ; R. 100,

101.1
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Loew's got was free from doubt, but only that the agree-

ment did not contain any provision which was breached by

the existence of facts casting doubt on the title. [R. 66-

67,]

The District Court found, in effect, that appellees were,

at the time of the assignment, the owners of the complete,

unencumbered and unconditional title to "Case History";

that it was not similar to "Swear Not By The Moon" ex-

cept in incidents and matters which were in the public

domain ;^^ that Elsie Foulstone had no rights in "Case

History" and her claim to have any right therein was un-

founded; that appellant had no right to demand that ap-

pellees procure a release or quitclaim from Foulstone ;^^

and that from the receipt of that demand appellees had

acted with diligence. [R. 68-80.]

As a matter of law, the Court concluded that title was

effectively transferred to appellant; the latter's rescission

was ineffective and without right; there was no breach of

warranty, failure of consideration, or fraud; and no war-

ranty, express or implied, of perfect or marketable title

had been made. [R. 80-81.] The judgment conformed to

these conclusions, denying appellant any relief whatever.

[R. 83.]

^^Here the District Judge overlooked the legal effect of the fact

that appellees warranted, without qualification of any kind, that

"neither said work nor any part thereof is in the public domain."

[R. 103.] See Point III, injra.

i^This is obviously a misplaced conclusion of law.
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Specifications of Error.

1. The District Court erred in not finding and conclud-

ing that the title conveyed to appellant was subject to

reasonable doubts and the possibility of litigation over it

and that as a result appellant was entitled to rescind.

2. The District Court erred in finding and concluding

that appellees had not failed to give to appellant a "com-

plete, unconditional and unencumbered title" in and to

the literary work purchased by the latter.

3. The District Court erred in finding and conclud-

ing that appellees had not failed to give to appellant the

sole and exclusive motion picture and talking motion pic-

ture rights throughout the world in and to said work.

4. The District Court erred in finding and conclud-

ing that appellees had not failed to perform their con-

tractual obligation to procure the due execution and de-

livery of documents deemed to be necessary to carry out

or effectuate the purposes or intent of the appellees' agree-

ment with appellant.

5. The District Court erred in finding that parts of

"Case History" were in the public domain, and not at

the same time, finding and concluding that on account

thereof appellees' warranty that none of the work was

in the public domain had been breached.

L
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Summary of the Argument.

1. Under its contract with appellees the appellant was

supposed to get the whole title to, and all rights of every

kind in, a literary property allegedly written by the for-

mer. As a matter of law, such a title is not delivered

when, notwithstanding its actual condition in fact, it is

so surrounded with doubt and is so subject to the possi-

bility of litigation as to leave open the likelihood that it

may not give the purchaser that which he bought ; and that

is true even though it may turn out that the doubts were

groundless and the title was in fact good. Just that situ-

ation of doubt and litigation over the title existed here.

A third party claimed to be the owner of an interest in

the property and commenced litigation against appellant

to enforce that claim. The position of this third party

was not grounded on irrelevant or dissociated facts but

on the admitted circumstance that she had worked with

one of the appellees in the writing of a story based on the

same basic dramatic situation. There was, therefore, a

serious possibility that her claim might be upheld and it

was certain that, whether upheld or not, litigation would

be necessary to settle the controversy. The rule of law

relied on is, therefore, directly applicable. [Point I,

infra]

2. Appellees agreed to procure the execution and de-

livery to appellant of such additional instruments as, in

appellant's sole judgment and discretion, were necessary

or expedient to carry out the purposes of the contract.

That purpose was to give appellant the whole title. Ap-
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pellant determined that it was necessary and expedient,

to carry out the purpose, that a quitclaim or release be

procured from the claimant. That determination, involv-

ing the exercise of judgment and discretion, was con-

clusive on appellees; but appellees failed to obtain such

additional instrument and repudiated their promise by

denying that they were obligated so to do. This was a

material breach justifying rescission by appellant. [Point

II, infra.]

3. The similarities between the story sold to appellant

and that upon which the third party claimant worked

were sufficient, when coupled with the evidence of access,

to have supported a California court in finding that there

was unauthorized copying by appellees from a story owned

in part by the claimant. There was, therefore, a serious

possibility that the title conveyed to appellant would turn

out to be defective. On the other hand if, as found

below, those similarities were only in respect of matters

in the public domain, it should have been found that ap-

pellees' warranty that nothing in their story was in the

public domain was breached. [Point III, infra.]
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ARGUMENT.
I.

The Existence of a Reasonable Doubt as to the Title

to Property or of Facts Making It Likely That
Litigation Over Title Will Have to Be Faced Be-

fore Title Is Reasonably Assured Justifies a Buyer
of the Property in Rescinding the Purchase. That
Principle Is Applicable Here Because of the Claim

of a Third Party That She Was a Co-owner of

the Property Sold, Which Claim Was Based on

Admitted Facts Tending to Support It; and Be-

cause Litigation by Such Third Party Was in

Fact Commenced Against the Buyer.

First: It cannot properly be denied that at the time

Loew's rescinded the transaction here involved reasonable

doubt existed as to whether it had acquired the rights

which it supposed it had purchased from appellees.

Neither can it be denied that there was also at that time

a reasonable likeHhood that if any use of those rights

was attempted to be made litigation would ensue. There

was much more to the situation than the mere making of

an adverse claim by Elsie Foulstone. The facts, ad-

mitted by Dr. Wolff at the time, established a definite

association between her and Wolff. They established

as well an admitted participation by her in the writing

of a story around the basic premise of the effect upon a

doctor of the performance of a pre-frontal lobotomy on

his wife; and there was shown enough of a colorable simi-

larity between the two stories to make it likely that Hti-

gation, which conceivably could have been lost by Loew's,

would have to be faced before a clear title would be as-

sured. [See, Point III, First, infra.]
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More specifically, by September 30, 1949, when the

notice of rescission was served, Loew's had been informed,

either by Dr. Wolfif, or by statements of others con-

firmed by him, of the following facts:

1. Miss Foulstone was claiming to be Dr. Wolff's

collaborator in the writing and, therefore, a co-owner,

or ''Swear Not By The Moon" from which "Case

History," she insisted, was copied. [Ex. 3.]

2. Both works were built around the central situ-

ation of a doctor engaged in research at a univer-

sity, who met and married a woman who was a re-

reach assistant at the same school, and who, after

the birth of a child, suffered from profound melan-

cholia. A pre-frontal lobotomy was performed to

relieve that condition, as a consequence of which the

personality of the wife so changed as to bring

about other and equally serious problems which ulti-

mately wrecked or threatened to wreck the marriage.

[Appendix, infra.]

3. Dr. Wolff had gone to Miss Foulstone for the

purpose of getting her to work with him in the

writing of a story based on that central situation.

[Ex. 22.]

4. Miss Foulstone did in fact work with Wolff,

producing a short outline of a proposed story which

was registered with the Screen Writers Guild [Ex.

E; R. 129-133, 198]; and a longer treatment of it

which built up that outline into a recognizable and co-

herent work. [Exs. 17, 22; R. 190-201, 307-321.]

5. Dr. Wolff himself, in a letter to his lawyer,

of which Loew's had knowledge, described his asso-
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ciation with Miss Foulstone as a "collaboration" and

referred to her as a ''collaborator."^^ [Ex. 22.]

6. Miss Foulstone not only threatened legal action

if Loew's ignored her claimed rights but, two weeks

before the rescission notice was served, had actually

commenced such an action. [R. 14-15, 48.]

7. Efforts by the Wolffs to obtain a quitclaim

or release from Miss Foulstone had been unavailing;

and, what is more important, before recission was

declared, they disclaimed any obligation to procure

one and declined to make any further effort along

that line. [R. 157-158.]

8. Aside from a general and conclusional state-

ment to the effect that Miss Foulstone's claim was

"spurious" the effort to persuade Loew's that that

claim could be safely ignored was not based on any

denial of an interest on Miss Foulstone's part in

"Swear Not By The Moon" but upon the argument

that "Case History" was wholly unhke the Foulstone-

Wolff story. [Exs. 7, 22; R. 339-341.]

Nor was this all. The context which gave significance

to the facts above recited was the following:

1. "Case History" was purchased for the purpose

of producing a motion picture based thereon to be

distributed throughout the entire world. To accom-

plish that purpose, as Wolff was told, Loew's would

^^Dr. Wolff states that at the time he wrote the letter—April

19, 1949—he had not had the benefit of legal advice and so did

not understand the technical meaning of the words used. [R.

411-412.] But, three days before Dr. Wolff's letter, his then

lawyer wrote to Miss Foulstone's attorney and similarly described

the relationship. [Ex. 7.]
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be required to invest around $1,000,000.00. [R.

147.]

2. From 50% to 60% of the total revenues which

would be derived from such a production would come

from foreign countries; but, if Miss Foulstone should

in fact turn out to have been a co-owner the pic-

ture could not have been distributed in those coun-

tries. [Ex. 21, pars. 2, 3; R. 94-98.]

3. Even in the United States, the absence of Miss

Foulstone's consent to use of the work by Loew's

would limit the latter to a non-exclusive license,

rather than the exclusive rights for which it bar-

gained and paid. [Klein v. Beach, S. D., N. Y.,

232 Fed. 240, 247, affirmed 239 Fed. 108; Brown v.

Republic Productions (Cal. App.), 68 A. C. A.

136, 156 P. 2d 40, affirmed on other grounds, 26

Cal. 2d 867, 161 P. 2d 796, and cases there cited.]

4. Production of the picture was scheduled for the

fiscal year 1949-1950 [R. 85, 86, 165] ; but if, as

turned out to be the case. Miss Foulstone commenced

a lawsuit, production would have to be deferred, since

it was and is common knowledge that trial and ap-

pellate calendars in both state and federal courts

made it more than likely that such litigation would

not be finally determined for a year or more.^^

5. As a matter of law, one who works with an-

other in the joint or mutual creation of literary prop-

erty is a co-author and, therefore, an owner of an

undivided interest in the product of the joint effort.

[Maurel v. Smith, S. D., N. Y., 220 Fed. 195, a/-

^^It has been nearly four years since the instant case was com-
menced and it is still months away from final determination.
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firmed 271 Fed. 211; Ediv. B. Marks Music Corp.

V. Jerry Vogel Music Co., 2 Cir., 140 F. 2d 266;

Ball, The Law of Copyright and Literary Property,

sec. 112, pp. 242-243; Cal. Civil Code, sec. 981.]

In the face of these facts the conclusion is inescapable

that disregard of Miss Foulstone's claim would have been

sheer folly. Without reasonable and legally effective as-

surance that this claim was disposed of, Loew's alterna-

tives were, on the one hand, to put a million dollars or

more at risk, with the possibility of very substantial if

not total loss; or, on the other hand, to forbear making

use of that which it bought and which was of no value

to it unless used. The law does not impose any such ab-

surd dilemma upon one who purchased, and was assured

and guaranteed that he was purchasing, the "complete,

unconditional and unencumbered" title to literary proper-

ty, and who bargained and paid for the "exclusive motion

picture rights . . . throughout the world" in and to

such property.

The general rule is, of course, firmly established, in

California as elsewhere, that one who purchases property

under such circumstances is entitled, not only to a title

good in fact, but as well to a title free from reasonable

doubts and from possibility of litigation.^^ In Sheehy v.

Miles, 93 Cal. 288, 292, 296-297, 28 Pac. 1046, 1047-

1048, the court said this in respect of the proposition

under discussion:

"In the case of Turner v. McDonald, 76 Cal. 177,

this court said: 'A perfect title must be one that

^^Since this is a diversity case and the contract whose legal

effect is in issue is a California contract, it is the law of that

state which must control. {Erie R. Co. v. Tompkins, 304 U. S.

64.]
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is good and valid beyond all reasonable doubt'; and

in that case it was conceded by counsel upon both

sides that a title, to be good, 'should be free from

litigation, palpable defects, and grave doubts, should

consist of both legal and equitable titles, and should

be fairly deducible of record.' It would seem, in fair-

ness to the vendee, that the foregoing requirements

should be held absolutely necessary, in order to fully

satisfy the covenant of perfect title. Certainly such

a condition of title must exist before it can be said

to be good and valid beyond reasonable doubt. . . .

"In this case the recitals in the homestead were

not evidence to the vendee that the title was good,

neither was he compelled to go out into the world

upon an exploring expedition, and by an examina-

tion of witnesses determine, and perchance determine

wrongly, the existence of those facts that were neces-

sary to exist in order that Jane Styles, the widow,

may have acquired this property by right of survivor-

ship, to wit, that it was community property; that

Styles and his wife resided upon the property with

their children at the time the homestead was declared

and recorded; that it had not been abandoned; that

it was not void by reason of a previous homestead

having been declared; that Styles was dead, etc.

. . . For the foregoing reasons, we conclude that

appellants' title to this realty was not free from

palpable defects and grave doubts, was not fairly

deducible of record, and was not a good and valid

title beyond reasonable doubt." [Italics ours.]

Another and persuasive case is Pecklmm v. Stezvart, 97

Cal. 147, 153, 31 Pac. 928, 930. There the defendant

agreed to convey to plaintiff a "good and perfect title"

to certain lots. Plaintiff brought action to recover dam-
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ages for failure to convey such a title. The facts were

that in the chain of title the lots appeared at one time

to have been owned by one K. F. Redmond but the

vendor acquired his title from one K. F. Redman by a

deed which recited that Redman had been erroneously

described as ''Redmond" in the earher conveyance. In

affirming a judgment in favor of the vendee, the Califor-

nia Supreme Court said:

". . . The apparent legal title was in K. F.

Redmond, and a deed executed by K. F. Redman
was not apparently sufficient to transfer such title.

. . . The second deed from Redman, in which he

recites that he is the identical person named as Red-

mond in the prior conveyances, does not help the

matter. These recitals may be true in point of fact,

and upon being established by proof in a proper ac-

tion the defendant could doubtless be able to obtain

a judgment reforming the deeds under which his

grantor, Redman, claimed, and which judgment

would, in effect, give him a 'good and perfect title'

to the land, within the meaning of the law and the

agreement which he made with plaintiffs. But a

good and perfect title is one which is not only good

in point of fact, but it must also be apparently perfect

when exhibited,—that is, free from any reasonable

objection. It is not sufficient that it can be shown to

be good as the result of an action instituted for the

purpose of reforming defects existing in any deed,

which is necessary to make the chain of title com-

plete/' [Italics ours.]

Again, in Turner v. McDonald, 76 Cal. 177, 179-180,

18 Pac. 262, 263-264, a vendee of real property sued to

recover the money he had paid on the ground that the

vendor's title was not good or perfect. The vendee con-

tended that the title was subject to doubt because the
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vendor acquired it by a conveyance from the attorney-in-

fact of his grantor, and that the attorney's power, Hmited

to authority to sell property which the principal owned,

was executed at a time when the principal did not own

the property but only held it by way of mortgage. The

vendor, however, urged that his title was in fact perfect.

The Supreme Court did not decide the actual state of the

title but, it held, there was enough of a doubt about it to

justify the vendee in refusing to accept it, the Court said:

*'A perfect title must be one that is good and valid

beyond all reasonable doubt. Whether the title in

particular cases is good or not is a question which

it is often difficult to determine, and one upon which

lawyers and judges sometimes disagree. 'Though

the court,' it has been said, 'may entertain an opinion

in favor of the title, yet if it be satisfied that that

opinion may fairly and reasonably be questioned by

other competent persons, it will refuse specific per-

formance. Thus, in a case before Sir John Leach,

he expressed the strong inclination of his opinion to

be in favor of the title, and yet refused the relief

sought by the plaintiff; and in the recent case of

Pyrke v. Waddingham, in which the Vice-Chancellor

Turner discussed the subject now before us, he ex-

pressed an opinion in favor of the title, but never-

theless dismissed the vendor's bill, with costs. Still

less, of course, will the court force a title on a pur-

chaser in opposition to the decision of another court,

though it may think that decision to be wrong.' (Fry
on Specific Performance, sec. 579; see also Richmond
V. Gray, 3 Allen, 25 ; Sturdevant v. Jacques, 14 Allen,

523.)

"It is admitted that a title to be good 'should be

free from litigation, palpable defects, and grave
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doubts; should consist of both legal and equitable

titles, and should be fairly deducible of record,'

"Upon the showing made, it seems to us that de-

fendant's title was not free from grave doubts as to

its sufficiency. . . ."

Another good decision is Whelan v. Rossiter, 1 Cal.

App. 701, 703-706, 82 Pac. 1082, 1083-1084. There the

plaintiff had agreed to purchase land, the contract pro-

viding that the vendee should have fifteen days to exam-

ine title and if found defective the vendor should have a

reasonable time to perfect title. The vendee objected to

the title on the ground that there existed an agreement

between the owners of this and adjoining property pur-

porting to impose restrictions on its use, and, although a

judgment declaring this agreement invalid had been en-

tered, an appeal was pending. The vendor informed the

vendee that he could not remove the restrictions. The

vendee then demanded return of his deposit and upon re-

fusal brought an action. A judgment in his favor was

affirmed, the Court saying:

''Appellant insists that, notwithstanding the agree-

ment above referred to, and the litigation concerning

it then actually pending, the title to the lot was not

defective. In this regard it is insisted that the cove-

nants in said agreement are not such as run with the

land (Civ. Code, sees. 1460-1462), and therefore do

not affect the title to the land.

"But a purchaser of land under a contract calling

for a perfect title, or a title free from defects, is

entitled to a title that is fairly deducible of record,

free from reasonable doubt and litigation. . . .
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"Thus we see that, notwithstanding that under the

Civil Code the covenants in the agreement may not

run with the land, there is authority for the conten-

tion that a vendee of the land with notice could be

compelled to perform them.

''The title offered in this case was therefore one

that was exposed to litigation (in fact, litigation con-

cerning it was then pending), and was therefore

doubtful.

"In Szvayne v. Lyon, 67 Pa. St. 436, it is held

that a title is not good or marketable that exposes the

vendee to litigation. In this case the doubt as to the

title concerned a matter of law.

"Every title is doubtful which invites or exposes

the party holding it to litigation. (Speakman v. Foue-

paugh, 44 Pa. St. 363 ; Reighards Estate, 192 Pa. St.

Ill [143 Atl. 413]; Michenor v. Reinach, 49 La.

Ann. 360 [21 South. 552].)

''At the time of the execution of the contract of

sale which gives rise to this litigation there was liti-

gation actually pending concerning the validity and

effect of the agreement affecting the land sold. We
cannot under the authorities say that the questions

of law involved zuere so free from doubt that the

vendee should decide them at his peril. If he had

completed the purchase he would have been obliged

to proceed with the litigation, probably employ coun-

sel at much expense, or take the chances of an ad-

verse result in the supreme court.

"We have not overlooked the claim made by appel-

lant that by reason of matters appearing of record,

but not shown in the abstract, the agreement had be-

come of no effect. Aside from the consideration that

litigation was actually pending affecting the validity
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of the agreement, zve do not think that a purchaser is

required to make investigations as to facts that may

affect the title, not disclosed by the abstract, furnished

under the contract, by the vendor or actually known

to the vendee . . ." [ItaUcs ours.]

See, also, to the same general effect:

Muller V. Palmer, 144 Cal. 305, 311, 11 Pac. 954,

957;

Culligan v. Leider, 65 Cal. App. 2d 51, 58-59, 149

P. 2d 894, 898, and cases there cited.

To be sure, the decisions to which we have referred

were real property cases; but strong authority for the ap-

plication of the same principle to literary property exists.

In Hollywood Films, Inc. v. Columbia Pictures Corp.,

supra, 299 N. Y. 61, 85 N. E. 2d at 866-868, we have

just such a case. There, as here, the subject of contro-

versy was a story or play which had been purchased by

a motion picture company for production of a photoplay;

there, as here, the seller purported to convey the "world

motion picture rights"; and there, as here, a doubt arose

as to whether that commitment had been fulfilled. The

specific facts were that the seller's rights deraigned in

part from one Wood, through his trustee in bankruptcy,

who had owned 50% of the motion picture rights. The

schedule of assets in bankruptcy, and the trustee's bill of

sale referred only to a 25% interest in Wood. The seller,

however, insisted that it had acquired all of Wood's 50%,

the reference to 25% being apparently only a clerical er-

ror; that no one had ever laid any claim to this other

25%; and that, therefore, the whole title had in fact been

conveyed to Columbia, the buyer. For the purpose of this

part of its decision the New York Court of Appeals as-
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sumed that the seller in fact had the whole title and that

Columbia accordingly acquired it. Nevertheless it held

that the circumstances disclosed such a reasonable doubt

and made the possibility of litigation over the title so

likely as to justify the buyer in refusing to go through

with the deal. In this connection the Court said:

".
. . To render a title doubtful, it is not neces-

sary that it in fact be bad or that bitter experience

has stamped it so; it is enough if the title be uncer-

tain, clouded by apparent defects or subject to rea-

sonable misgivings. . . . *A purchaser,' this court

wTote in the Vought case 'is not to be compelled to

take property the possession of which he may be

compelled to defend by litigation.' 120 N. Y. at page

257, 24 N. E. at page 196, supra. And in the Brokaw
case, we likewise pointed out that 'The title rendered

need not in fact be bad, in order to relieve the pur-

chaser from his obligations ; if the title is ' "so

clouded by apparent defects, either in the record or

by proof outside of the record, that prudent men,

knowing the facts, would hesitate to take it," ' the

purchaser is excused from performing, 165 N, Y.,

at page 399, 59 N. E. at page 198, supra.

"In the light of this principle, consideration of the

record is persuasive that plaintiffs' title was so uncer-

tain ' "that prudent men * * * would hesitate to

take it," ' and that conclusion is rendered the more
certain when we bear in mind that defendant would

have had to invest about a million dollars to com-

plete its venture, to screen and produce the picture,

after it had paid $150,000 as the purchase price.

"Plaintiffs, of course, insist that they do possess

100% of the motion picture rights and that they can

deliver these rights to defendant as they promised.
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".
. . even if Woods actually owned a 50%

interest when he became a bankrupt, even if the re-

citals in his schedule and in the trustee's bill of sale

were merely mathematical errors, the title, so far as

defendant was concerned, still remained defective.

"A practical problem calling for choice of action,

not a theory, confronted defendant and its attorneys.

They might either have refused to go through with

the transaction or they might have disregarded the

palpable flaw in plaintiffs' title, accepted it, paid

$150,000 for the play and invested another million

dollars to screen and produce it. To have pursued

the latter course might well have jeopardized the en-

tire investment. As a practical common-sense mat-

ter, no businessman could reasonably be expected to

invest so large a sum in a title that might at any

moment have generated a lawsuit. As a legal mat-

ter, no court should condemn the course which the

defendant actually took. Though there existed the

possibility that the buyer's fears concerning plaintiffs'

title might later have proved groundless, those fears

certainly had substance, founded as they were upon

reasonable doubts and uncertainties. 'A prudent pur-

chaser may not be labelled as unduly cautious when

he refuses such a title.' Van Vliet & Place v. Gaines,

supra, 249 N. Y. at page 110, 162 N. E. at page 601,

59 A. L. R. 682.

"In sum, even assuming that a contract has been

effected, defendant, in declining to accept such title

as plaintiffs could deliver, simply balked at buying a

lawsuit. That refusal was justified by the principle

excusing non-acceptance where the purchaser reason-

ably believes that what he buys will involve him in

litigation. The real and substantial considerations to
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which we have called attention, not technicalities or

ephemeral abstractions, move us to our conclusion."

[See, also, Marin v. Francisca Reyes, Inc., 147 Misc.

136, 262 N. Y. S. 577, affirmed 238 App. Div.

779, 262 N. Y. S. 579, affirmed 263 N. Y. 550, 189

N. E. 692.]

The direct applicability of the Hollywood Films case

to the facts at bar is obvious and compelling. The Dis-

trict Judge here did not deny its applicability; he merely

stated that in his opinion it was an erroneous decision

and therefore, declined to follow it. [R. 60.] But what

is erroneous about it? It does no more than apply to the

special case of literary property a rule which in other but

related fields is settled beyond dispute. It is just as im-

portant that a purchaser of personal property should not

be compelled to accept a doubtful title as it is that a

vendee of real property be not so compelled. In either

case, the purpose of the contract is to give the purchaser a

"good" or "usable" title, without the necessity of resort-

ing or being subjected to litigation in order to establish

that which he was supposed to get. In the real property

cases the courts do not permit the contractual purpose

to be defeated by compelling the purchaser to accept a

title which is doubtful or subject to litigation. Exactly the

same reasoning should apply to the case of personal prop-

erty.

Second: It is no answer to our argument to say that

Miss Foulstone's claim was in fact groundless and the

Wolffs' title good. The question is not whether a good

title was actually conveyed, but whether at the time the

buyer rescinded there were grounds from which it could

have been reasonably concluded that there were substan-
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tial doubts of that fact. Virtually every case which we

have cited makes that clear.

In an analogous case, this Court has spoken to the same

effect. Thus U. S. Tungsten Mines v. Laugharn (9 Cir.),

67 F. 2d 226, 233, held that a purchaser of both real and

personal property was entitled to rescind when his contract

called for a certificate of title showing it vested in the

seller and the certificate did not so show; and this, not-

withstanding that the seller actually had the title. The

reasoning behind that holding is the same as that which

underlies the more nearly apposite cases which we have

cited, as can be seen from the following excerpt from the

opinion

:

"As said in Austin v. Shipman, 160 Mo. App. 206,

141 S. W. 425, 428: "* * * Contracts like the

present are not only for title, but for an abstract

which shall show title, and nothing less than an ab-

stract showing title will satisfy the agreement of the

vendor in this case, no matter what the vendor's real

title may be; and it is not enough that the title be in

fact perfect, but it must further appear to be such

on the records of the county, as epitomized in the

abstract. Lessenich v. Sellers, 119 Iowa, 314, 93

N. W. 348, 350. Upon failure of the vendor in a

reasonable time to furnish the abstract agreed upon,

the vendee was entitled to rescind the sale and re-

cover the money paid. Loring v. Oxford, 18 Tex.

Civ. App. 415, 45 S. W. 395.'

"

Third: It does not help the appellees that at some time

after the agreement was rescinded, their title was held,
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either in the case at bar or in other litigation, to be good.

The right to rescind must be determined by the situation

which existed at the time the right was exercised, not

by subsequent occurrences. Precisely to this effect is

Spicer v. Hurley, 161 Cal. 1, 7, 118 Pac. 249, 251, in

which the seller of a patent attempted to defeat a rescis-

sion on the ground that while a patent may not have been

granted to him at the time he agreed to sell, one was

granted later. The Court, rejecting this contention, said:

".
. . Neither is it of any moment to say that

subsequent to the rescission and the bringing of this

action to enforce rescission a patent for the wrench

was actually granted to defendant. The rights of

the parties are governed by the conditions which ex-

isted when the rescission was made and were fixed

by the rescission, for the rescission if legally made

(and it is not only established but admitted here

that it was), 'extinguished' the contract. (Civ.

Code, sec. 1688; Wilcox v. Lattin, 93 Cal. 588, [29

Pac. 226]; Smith v. Blandin, 133 Cal. 441, [65 Pac.

894].)"

Fourth: Nor is it any answer to our position to say

that no warranty of "marketable title" was made by ap-

pellees. A warranty of "marketable" or "merchantable"

title is implied in California. [Craig v. White, 187 Cal.

489, 494, 202 Pac. 648, 650, and cases there cited.]

More importantly, however, the doctrine upon which

we rely is not confined to transactions in which such a

warranty is made. It applies in any case where the

seller's warranty or agreement is to convey a "good"
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title, or the "whole" title or a "perfect" title. In fact,

most, if not all of the decisions which we have cited, re-

lated to agreements in which the term "marketable title"

was not used.

It could not very well be otherwise. In all cases where

the whole title is contracted for it is obvious that the

purchaser wants, and the seller agrees to convey, a title

which will permit the buyer safely to use it and which

will not subject him to time, trouble, expense and litiga-

tion before that condition can be attained. It follows that

the essential reason for the existence of the doctrine at all,

make it applicable to any agreement which expressly or

by fair intendment envisages conveyance of a good or

whole title.

Of course, there can be no doubt that in the case at

bar Loew's was bargaining for just such a title. The

agreement is replete with language unmistakably evi-

dencing that intention, e.g., "all now or hereafter existing

rights of every kind and character whatsoever pertaining

to said work," "the complete, unconditional and unen-

cumbered title in and to said work for all purposes what-

soever," "the sole and exclusive motion picture rights . . .

throughout the world in and to said work," etc. [R.

100-104.] Language no more extensive than this has,

in the cases cited above, been held sufficient to justify the

purchaser in refusing the proffered title when there was

reasonable doubt that it came up to the contractual

standard.



11.

Under Their Agreement Appellees Were Obligated

to Procure and Deliver Such Further Assurances

of Good Title as Appellant in Its Sole Judgment

and Discretion Might Require. Appellees Not

Only Failed to Perform That Obligation, but Ex-

pressly Repudiated It, Thus Entitling Appellant

to Rescind.

Apart from any question of title or warranty, the

right of appellant to rescind can be shown to have arisen

from the faillure of appellees to perform a clear and

material obligation which they assumed. Without quali-

fication or excusing condition they agreed that whenever

Loew's in its ''sole judgment and discretion'' deemed it

necessary or expedient, to carry out the purpose of the

contract, that appellees procure the execution of addi-

tional instruments, they would do so. [Ex. 2; R. 106.]

The record here establishes a clear breach, in fact an

unequivocal repudiation by appellees, of that provision.

[R. 157-158; Exs. 8-13.]

First: Loew's did determine that it was necessary or

expedient, in order to carry out the purpose of the agree-

ment, that appellees procure the execution by Miss Foul-

stone of a quit-claim or release of any interest she might

have in "Case History." On July 7, 1949, Dr. Wolff

was given oral notice and on July 30, 1949, appellees

were given formal written notice of that determination;

and compliance therewith was demanded. [R. 340, 152-

153; Ex. 8.] In view of the language of appellees' agree-
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ment, that determination was conclusive on them, unless

made fraudulently or in bad faith. [Baker v. Hale, 83

Cal. App. 2d 89, 93-94, 189 P. 2d 57] (holding that de-

termination, to the satisfaction of a party, that an option

has been legally exercised, came within the rule making

the determination conclusive in the absence of fraud or

bad faith). [Greenberg v. Continental Cas. Co., 24 Cal.

App. 2d 506, 513, 75 P. 2d 644, 648; Tiffany v. Pacific

Sewer Pipe Co., 180 Cal. 700, 702, 182 Pac. 428, 429;

Thomas Haverty Co. v. Jones, 185 Cal. 285, 296, 197 Pac.

105, 110; Coats v. General Motors Corp., 3 Cal. App. 2d

340, 347, 39 P. 2d 838, 841.]

In the light of the facts to which we have adverted

it cannot be said that appellant's determination was sub-

ject to any strictures of the kind last-mentioned; nor has

it been claimed that it was. A release or quitclaim would

obviously carry out and further the purpose of the agree-

ment since it would confirm and assure the quality of the

title for which Loew's contracted. Manifestly, the pur-

pose of the agreement was to confer upon Loew's such

rights in "Case History" as would enable it to produce

a motion picture with reasonable safety and under cir-

cumstances justifying a prudent person in risking a mil-

lion dollars or more on the stability and security of those

rights.

For the same reasons, the determination was a reason-

able one. Whatever may have been the actual state of

the title, serious doubts about it existed and the probabil-



ity, in fact the certainty, that Htigation would have to be

faced before the rights sought to be acquired could be

utilized was shown. The only reason for putting a

provision of this sort into a contract transferring prop-

erty is to enable the buyer to eliminate any doubts about

or defects in the title should they subsequently crop up.

If the provision is not given effect in circumstances such

as appear in the record at bar then it is, for all practical

purposes, a meaningless provision. But, since it is an

integral part of the contract, it must be given its proper

and intended force. [Cal. Civil Code, sec. 1641.]

Second: Once it be found as, we submit, it must be,

that appellees were bound to comply with this demand, the

breach on their part is clear. They did not procure the

document requested and, as we have noted, they finally

declared that they would not procure it. [R. 157-158.]

Of course, it is no excuse for that failure that Miss

Foulstone refused to execute any release. When one has

agreed to procure the doing of some act by a third party,

it is not a defense that the third party refuses to act.

''One who contracts to render a performance or produce

a result for which it is necessary to obtain the co-opera-

tion of third persons is not excused by the fact that they

will not co-operate . .
." [6 Corbin on Contracts, 324,

sec. 1340. See, also: Wilson v. Alcatraz Asphalt

Co., 142 Cal. 182, 188-189, 75 Pac. 787, 789; Klaiiber

V. San Diego Street Car Co., 95 Cal. 353, 357-358, 30

Pac. 550, 556; Restatement, Contracts, sec. 455, illustra-
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tion 6.] Thus, in Klaiiher v. San Diego Street Car Co.,

supra, 95 Cal. at 357-358, 30 Pac. at 556, the CaHfornia

Supreme Court put the matter in this way:

"The obligor contracts that he can and will con-

trol the acts of third parties, so far as necessary to

enable him to perform his contract. . . .

" 'To warrant the application of the principle, the

impossibility must consist in the nature of the thing

to be done, and not in the inability of the party

to do it; or, as it is sometimes termed, be an impos-

sibilitas rei as distinguished from an impossibilitas

facti. If the thing could be accomplished by any one

with proper means and the requisite skill and knowl-

edge, the promisor was not less answerable because

it was impossible to him.' (Hare on Contracts, 639.)

" 'The principle deducible from the authorities is,

that if what is agreed to be done is possible or law-

ful, it must be done. Difficulty or improbability of

accomplishing the undertaking will not avail the de-

fendant. It must be shown that the thing cannot

by any means be effected. Nothing short of this

will excuse non-performance.' {The Harriman, 9

Wall. 172.)

"But it seems to me the very fact that the thing

can be done, although it may be very expensive, to

zvit, it may require the defendant to liquidate and

pay an unjust claim, shows that performance is not

prevented by operation of law. ..." [Itahcs ours.]
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Third: Nor is it of any consequence that, as the

court below found, appellees acted with diligence in at-

tempting to procure such a release. [R. 74.] In the

first place, the finding is clearly erroneous because it

overlooks the fact that appellees, some time before the

notice of rescission was served, took the position that

they were not bound to procure any release from Mrs.

Foulstone at all. [R. 157-158.] This was a repudiation

and, therefore, a breach of their covenant. [Cobb v.

Pacific Mutual L. Ins. Co., 4 Cal. 2d 565, 568, 51 P.

2d 84, 85-86.] It is a contradiction in terms to say

that repudiation of a promise is a diligent effort to

perform it.

In the second place, it is immaterial how diligently they

may have tried to get the release. Their promise was not

that they would use their best efforts or proceed diligently

to attempt to get the release; it was an absolute under-

taking to get it. The law requires accomplishment of the

promise, and will not excuse the promisor from perform-

ing in accordance therewith simply because diligence did

not succeed.

It follows from what has been said above that the

trial court's findings and conclusions to the effect that

appellees did not breach their contract in these respects

[Findings 13, 14, 16; R. 73-74] are clearly erroneous.
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III.

The California Law of Literary Property Does Not
Put Into the Public Domain, Material of the Sort

Which Is Found in Both the Story Sold to Ap-

pellant and the Story on Which Miss Foulstone

Collaborated. The Presence of That Material,

Therefore, at the Very Least Rendered the Title

Doubtful. But If It Was in the Public Domain,

That Very Fact Constituted a Breach of Ap-

pellees' Warranty That Nothing in Their Story

Was in the Public Domain.

First: The fundamental premise of the decision below

was the trial court's conclusion that appellees had in fact

a good title to "Case History." This, in turn, derived

from that court's belief that there were no similarities

between "Case History" and "Swear Not By the Moon"

except as to matters which were in the public domain; so

that regardless of what Miss Foulstone's interest may

have been in the latter, she had none in the former. [R.

55-56, 68-71.] Of course, that does not hit at the real

question in this case. That question is not whether the

title was good but whether it was open to reasonable

doubt and subject to the risk of litigation over it. [Point

I, supra.]

In that view of the matter it is clear that the question

whether "Case History" was an infringement of "Swear

Not By The Moon" was not at all free from doubt. There

was sufficient similarity between the two which, when

coupled with the evidence of access by the Wolffs to the

Foulstone-Wolff version, made it possible for a Califor-

nia court to hold that "Case History" was copied in
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substantial and actionable part from "Swear Not By The

Moon." [Golding v. R.K.O. Pictures, Inc., 35 Cal. 2d

690, 221 P. 2d 95; Barsha v. Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, 32

Cal. App. 2d 556, 90 P. 2d 371.] In the^'^-efee'^Sf

Whelan v. Rossiter, supra, 1 Cal. App. at 706, 82

Pac. at 1084, it cannot be said "That the questions of

law involved were so free from doubt that the vendee

should decide them at his peril. . . ."

It will be noted that in the Golding case the California

Supreme Court held that what it called the "central

core" of a literary work is not public domain material

but is protectible property the copying of which is action-

able; and that, on evidence of similarity of "core" and

of access, a jury's finding against the alleged copyist can-

not be overturned on appeal. It will also be seen, on

reading Golding, that what was there characterized as

the "central core" was no more extensive, concrete or

detailed than what can here be seen on reading to be in

both "Case History" and "Swear Not By The Moon."

Both stories here are based upon the central idea of

the tremendous problems in the life of a doctor and his

wife created, first, by the post-natal melancholia of the

wife, and later, by the effects of a pre-frontal lobotomy

performed on the wife. In each, the doctor is doing re-

search at a university and there meets a research assist-

ant whom he marries. In each, the wife becomes af-

flicted with profound melancholia after the birth of her

first child. In each, it is suggested that a pre-frontal

lobotomy is the only hope of a cure. In each, the husband
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is undecided as to whether to follow that suggestion, but

finally accepts it after he catches his wife in the act of

attempting suicide (in "Case History") and attempting to

kill their child (in "Swear Not By The Moon.") In

each, the operation is performed by the leading man in the

field. In each, the husband attends the operation. In

each, a marked personality change occurs in the wife as

a result of the operation. In each, the wife becomes care-

free, irresponsible, wildly extravagant, and transiently in-

terested in other men, thus putting a severe strain upon

her husband's love. And in each, the problem is re-

solved by providing a change of surroundings and a new

interest which (although in different ways and with dif-

ferent incidents in the two stories) completes the cure.

[Appendix, infra.]

In addition, there can be no question but that there was

here as much access on the part of the Wolffs to the

Foulstone-Wolff story as the defendant was shown to

have had in the Golding case. Dr. Wolff worked with

both Miss Foulstone and Mrs. Wolff and was, therefore,

in a position to tell the latter of the contents of the for-

mer's story. In fact he told each of them of his ideas

about the story in almost exactly the same way.

[R. 378.] Furthermore, copies of Miss Foulstone's

manuscripts were admittedly in Dr. Wolff's possession

during the time he and Mrs. Wolff were writing "Case

History." There was also testimony that Dr. Wolff had

admitted that Mrs. Wolff had read and was familiar with

"Swear Not By The Moon." [Exs. 22, 21, par. 17; R.

390, 372-379; 314-315, 318, 322-324, 329-330.] This was

clearly ample evidence of access. [Golding v. R.K.O.

Pictures, Inc., supra, 35 Cal. 2d at 698, 221 P. 2d at 99],

which, in conjunction with the similarity of central core,
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would have justified a California court in finding un-

authorized copying.^*

Second: If, however, it be assumed that the only mat-

ters as to which similarity exists between "Case His-

tory" and "Swear Not By The Moon" are in respect of

material in the public domain rather than in protectible

treatment, it necessarily follows that Loew's was entitled

to rescind. It was so entitled because appellees expressly

and unconditionally warranted that no part of "Case His-

tory" was in the public domain. [Ex. 2; R. 103.] Since

the trial court found that there was public domain material

in that work [R. 70], it should necessarily have found that

this warranty was breached because of that fact.

It will not do, in an effort to get away from the logic

of that proposition, to say, as the trial court did, that this

was "an obviously fictitious provision and must have been

so known by both parties. No story can exist without

some matter, be it minute, from the public domain." [R.

66.] We do not deny that there is, of necessity, some-

thing from the public domain in virtually every literary

work. But the question here is not what would be the

appellees' implied warranty in this respect in the absence

of an express warranty; nor is the question what would

have been a sensible or a wise warranty for them to have

made; nor is it even whether appellees subjectively in-

^®We would be less than candid if we did not point out that,

in argument on rehearing of the Golding case (in which the writer

of this brief appeared as amicus curiae on behalf of the defendant),
and on other occasions as well, we have taken the position that

Golding was wrongly decided. But, that position has not pre-
vailed with the California Supreme Court. The Golding decision,

wrong though we think it to be, is the law of California. It is,

therefore, controlling in the instant matter. [Note 15, supra.]

It may be noted that Mr. Fendler, who appears here for Mrs.
Wolff and denies the applicability of Golding to the facts at bar,

was counsel for the prevailing party in that case.
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tended a narrower warranty. The fact is that they did

warrant that there was nothing from the public domain

in "Case History." It is no part of the duty of a court

to rewrite a contract voluntarily entered into, however

unwise or even stringent may have been the bargain

which was made. " *It is competent for the parties to

make whatever contracts they may please, so long as

there is no fraud or deception or infringement of law.

Hence the fact that the bargain is a hard one will not

deprive it of validity.' . .
." [Greenherg v. Continental

Cos. Co., supra, 24 Cal. App. 2d at 514, 75 P. 2d at

648.] "The question may not be resolved by what the

parties might have provided had they thought about it,

nor by what the court might conclude regarding abstract

fairness. The question of what is to be included in the

contract is for the parties, not the court, to determine.

. .
." [Stockton Dry Goods Co. v. Girsh, Z6 Cal. 2d

677, 680, 227 P. 2d 1, 3.]

Conclusion.

The gist of this case is that the appellant contracted

for property which it could use at once and with reason-

able assurance that the title to it was good. It sought to

acquire that property for purposes which required the

expenditure of additional money in large amounts, for

the recovery of which an assured title was essential. In-

stead, it got a title as to which a third party, on grounds

making it seem likely that she might be right, claimed an

outstanding interest in the property and commenced legal

action to enforce that claim. In these circumstances it
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would be a reproach to the law to compel acceptance of a

title so surrounded in doubt and dispute.

Furthermore, for the precise purpose of protecting it-

self against such an event, appellant obtained appellees'

covenant of further assurance, i.e., their promise to pro-

cure whatever other instruments were necessary or ex-

pedient, in appellant's sole judgment, to effectuate the

purpose of the contract. That promise was not per-

formed and, in fact, was unequivocally repudiated. Here,

too, was ample legal ground for appellant's rescission.

Finally, the very facts upon which it was found that

appellees' title was good were themselves a breach of

warranty.

It is submitted that the judgment appealed from should

be reversed.

Respectfully submitted,

Allen E. Susman,

Herman F. Selvin,

Attorneys for Appellant.

Loeb and Loeb,

Of Counsel.









APPENDIX.

I.

"Case History."

[Ex. 1.]

"Case History" is the story of a doctor, Eric, his wife,

Elisabeth, and the crises created in their once happy mar-

riage by, first, the post-natal melancholia of the wife

which follows the still-born birth of her child, and sec-

ondly, and in greater part, by the effects of a pre-frontal

lobotomy operation performed upon the wife.

The doctor meets his wife at a university where he is

doing research and she is his technical assistant. Their

courtship, although not of the gay or highly romantic

variety, is pleasant and sincere. They are very happy at

the inception of their marriage and shortly afterwards,

when the doctor goes into private practice, Elisabeth be-

comes his very efficient nurse and secretary as well as his

charming wife.

Elisabeth became pregnant soon after the marriage.

She has a normal, healthy pregnancy until the ninth

month when the foetus is strangled by the umbilical cord

and is born dead. The death of her baby causes an ab-

rupt change in Elisabeth. Instead of the cultured, happy,

young woman she formerly was, she becomes dull, list-

less and silent. She requires hospitalization for a period

of weeks for her illness which is diagnosed as melan-

cholia. Upon the failure of the hospital treatment to

result in any beneficial change, Elisabeth is brought home
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in the hope that the famihar surroundings will help her.

Unfortunately, just the opposite occurs. Elisabeth becomes

even more withdrawn and highly self-condemnatory of her

failure in bearing a healthy child when she sees the empty

room that had been prepared for the baby.

A practical nurse is engaged but Elisabeth causes her

to leave after only 2 days. Elisabeth continues in her

grief-stricken melancholia and begins to threaten suicide.

She attempts unsuccessfully to purchase sleeping tablets

without a prescription. Eric for a time forestalls that

danger by warning every pharmacy and drugstore in the

vicinity against selling sleeping medicine to Elisabeth.

As Elisabeth continues in her melancholia, Eric takes

her to a noted psychiatrist who recommends shock treat-

ment. The treatment is given up after but a single treat-

ment because of the recurrence of a spine injury which

Elisabeth had received in an old accident. Elisabeth and

Eric return to their home and the doctor undertakes an

intensive study of melancholia. He concludes that the

only answer is pre-frontal lobotomy, an operation which

severs the nerves leading from the emotional to the in-

tellectual center of the brain. The operation is still in its

experimental stages but is considered effective in curing

acute emotional disturbance. It is however somewhat

dangerous in that the effect upon the patient's personality

cannot be accurately foretold.

Eric makes no final decision about having the opera-

tion performed upon his wife until he detects her attempt-
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ing suicide by an overdose of sleeping medicine. He

then suggests the pre-frontal lobotomy operation to her

and she consents.

Eric and Elisabeth go to Chicago where the leading

surgeon in the field of pre-frontal lobotomy conducts his

practice. The surgeon frankly points out the risks

of a change of personality in the patient, particularly in

that she is apt, during the slow period of recovery, to be-

come childish and irresponsible. Eric decides to proceed

despite the danger and the operation is performed. Eric

attends the operation which is described in some detail.

After the operation, Eric is required to decide whether

Elisabeth, who has come through the operation rather

easily from a physical standpoint, should convalesce

at a Rehabilitation Center operated by the surgeon

or at home. Eric chooses the latter course and he and

Elisabeth return home. Before they leave Chicago, Eric

is informed by the surgeon that the period of recovery

will be long and difficult, that Eric must acquire great

patience and that strain upon Elisabeth must be prevented.

Elisabeth and Eric are greeted by a party upon their

return home. Elisabeth is carefree, charming and girlish

at the party and acts completely differently than at any

time while Eric had known her. She seems to have no

unhappy memories of her dead baby. Among the other

personality changes which Elisabeth evidences at the

party is the display of a gluttonous appetite in the place

of her former moderate liking for food. She is much

offended when Eric remarks about her large appetite and



Eric sees that he, too, must change in order to meet the

problems of the new Elisabeth.

Eric begins keeping a diary to record Elisabeth's

progress, as the Chicago surgeon had advised him to do.

He hires a housekeeper and resumes his medical practice.

Elisabeth begins to find life dull after the parties and

gaiety incident to their homecoming come to an end.

She goes on mad shopping sprees, buying all sorts of

unnecessary things which Eric so far as possible returns

to the stores. Eric tries to reason with her about econ-

omizing, but it has little effect other than a request by

Elisabeth that he earn more money. Eric finally brings

the shopping craze under some measure of control by

advising the stores of his wife's condition and informing

them not to honor her purchases.

In an efifort to keep Elisabeth entertained, Eric takes

her to a musicale and to the opera. She becomes bored at

the musicale and walks out in the middle of the per-

formance. She enjoys the opera, however, and suggests

at its close that she and Eric move to New York so that

they can have opera all year round. When Eric refuses

she is offended. The next night Elisabeth accuses Eric

of not loving her any more because he has refrained from

any sexual relationship with her since the operation. She

is quite unreceptive to his explanation, as is the fact, that

intercourse is medically inadvisable during the course of

her convalescence. As a counter-proposal, Elisabeth sug-

gests, much to Eric's dismay, that he help her find a male
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companion. He, of course, refuses the request and Elisa-

beth again becomes offended.

More unpleasant incidents follow. Elisabeth flies into

a great rage at, and strikes, a little girl, the child of one

of Eric's colleagues. Elisabeth publicly argues, during the

course of a Sunday sermon, with the minister of the

church she and Eric attend.

Eric is much heartened, however, to read in a news-

paper and in magazines that the results in other pre-

frontal lobotomy operations have proved encouraging and

that the operation is gaining greater acceptance, although

still to be resorted to with restraint by the medical pro-

fession. He is also happy to find that Elisabeth is much

enthralled by a circus in town. He makes arrangements

for a vacation to a pleasant resort and when he tells

Elisabeth of his plan he is greatly surprised when she

refuses to go, giving as her reason that she prefers to at-

tend the circus.

Her strange liking for the circus alarms Eric and the

following day he goes to the circus grounds to discover

what attracts her there. He finds her in the company of a

young night-club waiter who is an obvious scoundrel. Eric

confronts the couple, who are acting as young lovers on the

circus grounds, but neither Elisabeth nor the waiter seem

at all remorseful or ashamed about their public display

of affection for each other. Eric manages to meet the

waiter alone at the night-club the next evening and advises

him of Elisabeth's condition. The young man thinks this



only a defense gesture of a jealous husband and he indi-

cates he will not give Elisabeth up.

In an effort to free Elisabeth of her new romance, Eric

makes plans to take a trip with her to New York. The

day they are to leave she and the waiter disappear. Weeks

go by without word from or of her, despite every effort

made by Eric with the aid of the police to find her.

Finally, Eric receives a telephone call from a doctor in

San Diego that she has been found there. The San Diego

doctor has recognized her by the scars on her temples in-

curred during the lobotomy operation.

Eric at once goes to San Diego. Elisabeth is overjoyed

to see him but is unable to relate what happened. Eric

gets the story from the police and the San Diego doctor to

the effect that Elizabeth has been living with the waiter in

a cheap San Diego hotel; the waiter was unkind to her;

the waiter and Elisabeth are involved in an automobile

accident from which Elisabeth, unhurt, wanders off; Elisa-

beth had wandered aimlessly around town for some time;

finally, she had gone into a restaurant without money to

pay for her meal, and the manager had called the police

who, in turn, had called the San Diego doctor.

Eric now realizes that the way to cure Elisabeth is to

place her in new surroundings. He finds accommodations

for her in a rest home operated for convalescing lobotomy

patients. Four months later she is cured and Eric and

Elisabeth return home to what appears to be a future

happy life together.
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11.

"Swear Not By The Moon."

[17-page Version. Ex. 17.]

Like "Case History," the story of "Swear Not by the

Moon" is essentially one of the tremendous problems in

the life of a doctor and his wife created first by the post-

natal melancholia of the wife and later by the effects of a

pre-frontal lobotomy operation performed upon the wife in

an attempt to cure her melancholia.

The doctor, Michael West, and the woman who is to

become his wife, Margaret Lyndon, meet at a university.

He is doing research and teaching. She is a graduate

medical student and has been assisting him in his re-

search.

Their courtship, although not presented in detail, is

apparently of the kind where love is created through

mutual interests, and through admiration of the student

for the famous research physician and teacher. The mar-

riage takes place with the blessing of another man, Garth

Radford, a scientist who has forsaken science for the

more lucrative pursuit of writing books on scientific sub-

jects for laymen. Garth is in love with Margaret but re-

linquishes her without bitterness to Michael, the man she

loves.

Soon after her marriage Margaret becomes pregnant.

Her pregnancy does not have any noticeable effect upon

her or her relationship with Michael but after the birth

of the child, a daughter, Margaret is taken ill with an

acute case of post-natal melancholia. Her illness affects

not only her work as Michael's research assistant but also
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their marital happiness and the relationship of Margaret

with their child. As Marg'aret gets worse and worse,

Michael contemplates the advisability of having his wife

undergo a pre-frontal lobotomy operation. He discusses

the matter with Garth and in so doing points out that the

operation will result in a change in Margaret's personality.

She will become childish, carefree, immature and irre-

sponsible.

Garth is in favor of the operation since Margaret will

at least be happy afterwards and her child will not be

affected, as then, by the constant depression of her mother.

Michael remains undecided until one night he chances upon

Margaret as she is about to kill their daughter. That

settles the matter, Margaret will have the operation.

The operation is performed by the most famous man

in the field. Michael watches as the operation goes on

while Garth waits in the corridor outside.

During the next two years, a great change takes place

in Margaret's personality. She is happy, untroubled by

anxiety, thoughtless of the future, desirous of constant

amusement and always ready to play with her child. In

addition to these results, other and more undesirable traits

appear. Margaret becomes extravagant and her thoughts

seem always directed to the pursuit of pleasure. She no

longer is interested in having her husband work in re-

search but, instead, she wants him to work at surgery,

which is the most lucrative field of medicine. His earn-

ings are insufficient for her desires. During this period,

Garth and Margaret spend much time together. She flirts

with him and is greatly disappointed when he leaves the

country to collect data for some magazine articles.

After Garth's departure Margaret becomes even more

extravagant. She sinks deeper and deeper into debt until

she realizes finally that her husband, unaware of the situa-



tion, will soon find it out. She is persuaded by the owner

of a fashionable beauty salon to join his stafif as a surgeon

to perform routine beautifying surgery. She does this

partly to get money to pay her debts and partly because

she is romantically drawn to the owner, who is obviously

a scoundrel and a wastrel.

In the course of an operation Margaret, without suffi-

cient sleep after a gay party, is unable to do a proper job.

The patient is disfigured and, with the help of the owner

who abandons Margaret, brings a civil suit for extensive

damages against Margaret. Margaret is quite uncon-

cerned about the entire matter but Michael and Garth, who

returns to help, are very much worried and with good

cause, for the patient recovers a large sum in the lawsuit.

Michael is greatly upset and very bitter about the entire

episode. He feels humiliated at all the publicity he and

Margaret have received and he indicates clearly to Garth

that he no longer loves Margaret.

Garth, on the other hand, cannot condemn Margaret.

He believes that Michael is to an extent responsible for

what she has done, since the operation was an aftermath

of the birth of Michael's child and since Michael has not

displayed the required patience and adaptation towards

Margaret's new personality.

Upon Garth's challenge, Michael admits he no longer

has any deep love for Margaret; all he feels is a sense

of responsibility towards her ; she is no longer the woman
with whom he fell in love. During the course of the con-

versation, Margaret enters. In the presence of her hus-

band, Garth tells her of his love for her and that he wants

to take her away forever. When Margaret notices that

Michael is relieved at this statement, she accepts Garth's

offer and Garth and Margaret presumably go on to a

happy life together.
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"Swear Not By The Moon."

[7-page Version—Ex. E.]

This shorter version of the 17-page story has as its

same fundamental dramatic situation the happily married

doctor and his wife, the blight on their marriage caused by

post-natal melancholia, and the even greater problems

created by the effects of a pre-frontal lobotomy operation

upon the wife.

The doctor. Garth Radford, is a brain surgeon, teacher

and researchist. Margaret is his student and assistant.

Their love is fostered by their mutual interests and they

marry. They are happy together until after the birth

of their daughter. Margaret then is stricken with post-

natal melanchoHa.

The doctor considers the idea of having a pre-frontal

lobotomy operation performed upon his wife. He has

performed the operation himself on three occasions with

varying success but with results preferable to the condi-

tion in which Margaret now finds herself.

The doctor's indecision is overcome by his discovery,

just in time, of Margaret's attempted murder of their

child. The pre-frontal lobotomy operation is performed

by the leading surgeon in the field with Garth in attend-

ance.

During the next two years a marked change occurs in

Margaret. She is happy, carefree, pleasure-seeking and

childish to an extent that she appears almost a contem-
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porary of their daughter. Garth's love for his wife is

transformed into pity and great unhappiness. His condition

is recognized by his new assistant, Dr. Helen West, who

has fallen in love with him. Helen points out that he

should not condemn himself ; the operation has made Mar-

garet happy even though it has resulted in the loss of

the doctor's love for his wife. The doctor realizes that

Helen loves him; he feels some reciprocation, but he de-

termines to find refuge in his work, to keep on with

his research in pre-frontal lobotomy so that those who

come later shall not have to suffer as he is doing, and to

take care of his wife as he would a child but never to

let on to her that he no longer loves her in the sense of

man and wife.




